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Analysis	Paper	1 

Thus far, we have discussed the theories developed to explain the global political economy, 
along with two of the three main facets of IPE: International investment and finance (II & 
IF) and the international monetary system (IMS). For this analysis assignment, your 
objective is to connect the abstract concepts with the concrete examples from the 
readings/media. In	your	own	words, discuss these concepts and supporting points. Do not 
quote or paraphrase the readings/media. As such, you do not need citations.  

 Interconnectedness of the IMS 
o Generally explain how the IMS is interconnected 
o Discuss three specific examples of interconnectedness from the 

readings/media that elucidate the interconnectedness of the system 
 Considerations for foreign direct investment (FDI) 

o Explain FDI 
o Discuss 3 things MNCs consider regarding GS	investment, using specific 

examples from three readings to support why you think these matter 
 Barriers to doing business in the Neoliberal Economic System (NES) 

o Explain NES 
o Discuss three barriers to doing business, using specific examples from three 

readings/media to highlight why you think these are barriers 

For each concept, discuss three readings/media from the list below. Discuss each reading 
at	least once. While it is possible to relate more than three of examples each concept, focus 
on those most relevant and thoroughly discuss their significance, using supporting 
examples from the readings/media.  

When you discuss the readings/media examples, rather than formally introducing the title, 
just refer to them informally such as "in Zimbabwe", "the situation in Cambodia", or "the 
soy case indicates". Avoid saying ‘the reading says’, ‘the author states’, ‘the chapter says’, 
‘the movie shows’, etc. Instead, succinctly state your points. Similarly, focus on discussing 
the significant points of the readings/media to the course concepts rather than giving 
summaries of them.  

 Chapter 7 – Tuna  
 “Using US Dollars, Zimbabwe Finds a Problem” 
 “From Base to Gold” and/or “Can the Remnimbi go International?” (both share the 

same basic ideas) 
 Chapter 3- Spices 
 The	International	
 “Moving to Cambodia” 
 “The Bottleneck” 
 “Walmart in India” 
 Chapter 5- Soy 

You have a 1250 word maximum (about 4 pages). If you exceed this limit, you will lose 10% 
from your grade for each block of up to 50 words, so grading would begin at 90%. List your 
word count at the end of your paper. 
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Be sure to follow the Standard Format for Written Work in your course syllabus and the 
above formatting structure. Avoid the common error of making acronyms possessive (i.e., 
MNCs v. MNC’s; NGOs v. NGO’s). Failure to follow structure will result in losing points.   

Submit paper via Canvas. See course schedule for date, time, and late submission 
conditions. In the event that Canvas is down, send your paper as an email attachment to me 
(so I know you finished on time) then submit via Canvas when it becomes available. 

Uploaded file name should be last name, P1, or will result in grade deduction. If I cannot 
open your file, you will receive a zero. These include PDF files or open word docs. If you 
cannot open and see your file in Canvas, neither can I. 

The structure of your paper should follow this format: 

Paragraph	1:  An introduction to the three areas of IPE and the topics you’re going 
to discuss  

Body	paragraphs: Briefly explain the concept. Explain the connection between the 
concept and discuss three readings/media examples. Be sure you explicitly make 
the connections and support your points. 

 Use headers for each concept 
 Be sure to explain concepts in your own words  
 Break up ideas into separate paragraphs, using the below format: 

Interconnectedness	of	the	IMS	
¶ Interconnectedness of the IMS is …The first example that highlights this 
concept is: 
¶ XXX also highlights this concept… 
¶ XXX also highlights this concept… 

Considerations	regarding	GS	FDI	
¶ When considering FDI in the GS…The first example that highlights this 
concept is: 
¶ XXX also highlights this concept… 
¶ XXX also highlights this concept… 

Barriers	to	doing	business	in	the	Neoliberal	Economic	System	(NES)	
¶ The NES is plagued by barriers to doing business in terms of…The first 
example that highlights this concept is: 
¶ XXX also highlights this concept… 
¶ XXX also highlights this concept… 

Conclusion	Paragraph:  Reiterate main issues and how they influence the global 
political economic system 

 


